
HALDHAR

Small Wonder of Power

MICRO-TRAC 750



Rechargeable, Pollution Free,
Battery powered mini tractor.
Small & Attractive, Sukoon
Haldhar Micro-Trac is 
miraculously powerful. It can 
pull 2 tons of load effortlessly. 

It has strong hydraulic lifts at
both ends, the front as well as
the back. It greatly facilitates
lifting and moving heavy
objects. It not only boosts
productivity but also lowers
staff fatigue and injury risks.

Why
Sukoon Haldhar 
Micro-Trac?

Sukoon Haldhar Micro-Trac is equipped with
sizable battery options, making it essential as a
portable electricity power bank in the case of an
emergency, disaster, or power outage. For eg.
emergency & flood lighting. The amount of
power storage could range from 7.5KW to 20KW
depending on the battery capacity option. From
its power backup, Haldhar Microtrac can also
operate small welding machines and other
power mechanical tools.

There are four speed settings available for the
Sukoon Haldhar Micro-Trac. Maximum speed is
4 metres per second, or 15 kilometres per
hour. This makes it very safe for Small
Campuses, Farms, and Warehouses.

The Sukoon Haldhar Micro-Trac
has a very tiny turning radius
due to its small size. It is 
therefore perfect for 
manoeuvring in tiny spaces
such as factory floors, 
godowns, small farms, etc.
Additionally, it has distinctive
hand levers that independently 
lock its left & right rear wheels 
for extremely tight turning.

Powerful Battery:

Dynamic Hydraulic: 

Low Turning Radius:

Massive Power Bank:

Optimum Speed Control:



The Sukoon Haldhar Microt-Tac is available with a wide range of add-ons and attachments. For 
your particular requirements, you may select unique utilities. If the broad range of attachments 
available do not match your specific demands, we also provide completely tailored solutions.

Accessories
and attachments: 

For farms, farm houses, colleges' green campuses, hotels, institutions, stadiums, cricket
fields, housing cooperatives, parks, etc.:

Cultivator Rotavator Harrow

Spraying cum irrigation system

Roller and spike rollers

Silent Power Bank/Generator 

Lawn Mower Trolley

Wind Blower Bush & weed cutter Leveller & Mower  

Brooming Machine

Flood light

For warehouses and factory floors   

Forklift Small Crain Brooming Machine

Emergency power supply Fire Extinguishing System 

Floor Washers Trolley

Construction Sites:

Forklift Small Crain Concrete mixer

Sprayer for curing the concrete and cement Silent Power Bank/Generator 

Concrete Pump Trolley

Municipal Bodies, Village Sanitation and Housing Societies:

Lawn Mower Floor Washer Watering and irrigation trolley Small Crain

Street Brooming Mahine Bush and weed cutter Spray and dust buster

Portable pumping system for clearing water logging Waste Collection trolley 

Fair, weddings and Festival Management facilities  

Spray and dust buster Silent Power Bank/Generator 

Folding Ladder Street Brooming Machine Portable pumping system Trolley

Passenger Luxury Coach

Vehicle toeing system Leveller and Mower
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